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www.tradepricecars.com

Looking for a new car?

LOOK NO FURTHER.

Tel: 01268 766 722  Email: info@tradepricecars.com
Woodham Road, Battlesbridge, Wickford, Essex SS11 7QY

Multi Award Winning
Over 250 Cars on Site
RAC and Trading Standards Approved
Over 2500 Customer Reviews Online
Low Prices, Great Savings
Car Finance For All

Follow us on Facebook
Trade Price Cars

Follow us on Twitter
@TradePriceCars_

Follow us on Instagram
tradepricecars

WHY DEAL WITH
ANYBODY ELSE?

CALL US NOW
01268 766 722

Official Southend United Club Sponsor - 7th Season Used Car Dealer Of The Year 2019
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INFORMATION

TIMETABLE

*All timings are subject to change
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SATURDAY 14TH NOVEMBER 2020

Time Event Laps

09.00 – 09.20 Millers Oils Ginetta GT4 SuperCup Championship Qualifying

09.30 – 10.30 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Free Practice

10.40 – 11.00 The Mini Challenge Qualifying

11.10 – 11.25 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Qualifying

11.35 – 11.55 F4 British Championship Qualifying

12.05 – 12.25 Porsche Carrera Cup Great Britain Qualifying

12.35 – 13.05 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Qualifying

13.15 Millers Oils Ginetta GT4 SuperCup Championship Race 1 (24 laps)

13.50 The Mini Challenge Race 2 (25 mins)

14.25 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Race 3 (18 laps)

14.55 F4 British Championship Race 4 (20 mins)

15.30 Porsche Carrera Cup Great Britain Race 5 (34 laps)

SUNDAY 15TH NOVEMBER 2020

Time Event Laps

09.48 BTCC Pit Lane Opens

10.00 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Race 6 (24 laps)

10.40 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Race 7 (18 laps)

11.15 F4 British Championship Race 8 (20 mins)

11.45 The Mini Challenge Race 9 (25 mins)

12.20 BTCC Pit Lane Opens

12.32 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Race 10 (24 laps)

13.12 Millers Oils Ginetta GT4 SuperCup Championship Race 11 (24 laps)

13.47 Porsche Carrera Cup Great Britain Race 12 (34 laps)

14.27 F4 British Championship Race 13 (20 mins)

15.02 BTCC Pit Lane Opens

15.14 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Race 14 (24 laps)
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HELPING YOu buILD
A #bETTErFuTurE
www.gkrscaffolding.co.uk | 020 7928 9575
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INFORMATION

WELCOME
Welcome to the final round of the 2020 British Touring Car Championship! Brands

Hatch is our local track and therefore the perfect place to pull down the curtain on

our second full season within the premier motorsport series in the uK.

T
he entire team have put in so much

work in order to get the two Audi S3s to

the end of the line and we are extremely

proud of them all from mechanics, to media,

to managers, to drivers and everyone involved

at AMD and Trade Price Cars. Sometimes our

passion is the only thing we can rely on and in

a year where minds have been elsewhere it

could have been easy for a lacklustre

performance, but on the contrary, we have had

a mixed season but we still had some

milestones that we can be proud of.

We started the season with both drivers

consistently in the points and Bobby

Thompson managed to achieve our best ever

qualifying position! We would like to thank

James Gornall and Bobby Thompson for all

their efforts this season and with a bit more

luck we may have had a very different

outcome, however we continue to push for our

sponsors and fans going into the last

weekend. Paul Rivett and Ethan Hammerton

picked up the baton and put in a great

performance at Snetterton and they will look

to do the same again here at Brands!

I would like to again thank our sponsors for

keeping the faith with us throughout a

difficult year. 

Trade Price Cars Racing will be back next year!

See you all again soon.
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INFORMATION

MEET THE DRIVERS
PAUL RIVETT

Paul, the most successful driver in the history of the Renault Clio Cup uK, agreed a deal earlier

this month to contest the final two rounds of the season with the award-winning, Essex-

based motor dealership – giving him the long-overdue opportunity to make his BTCC debut.

8

T
he 42-year-old from Epsom had his first chance

to sample the Audi during a brief test last week

in which he completed the 300km of running

required to join the grid, and heads into his first

weekend in the series eager to see how he matches

up against a number of former Clio Cup rivals.

With an additional 45kg of success ballast on his

car as a late entrant, Paul will face an added

challenge during practice, qualifying and the

opening race, with his main target being to learn

as much as possible and make forward progress

across the weekend.

"I really enjoyed the chance to get out in the car last week and got
some decent seat time under my belt, which will be important for the
weekend ahead. The Audi is a totally different car to the Clio Cup
machine and it was a pleasure to drive.”

PAuL RIVETT
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ETHAN HAMMERTON

Ethan joins the team for the Snetterton weekend as a substitute driver for Bobby –

marking his return to the BTCC grid for the first time since a two meeting stint in a

TradePriceCars.com and GKR Scaffolding-backed Volkswagen back in 2018.

T
he 20-year-old from Northallerton went on

to compete in the Clio Cup UK last year,

taking a race win at Thruxton alongside

multiple podiums, and has been racing on the

BTCC support package again this season in the

MINI Challenge UK.

Ethan had been set to miss this weekend’s MINI

action as a result of his car sustaining heavy

damage in an incident at Silverstone, with his

availability to compete making him a logical

option to replace Bobby for the one-off outing.

9

"I’m really excited to be given an unexpected opportunity to return to
the BTCC, but I have to be realistic about my chances as I haven’t done
any testing and the first time I’ll drive the Audi will be in practice on
Saturday morning.”

ETHAn HAMMERTOn
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PROGRESS BUT NO POINTS FOR
GKR TRADEPRICECARS.COM AT
SNETTERTON
The GKR TradePriceCars.com team enjoyed a weekend of progress at Snetterton,

even if there were no points to be scored from the penultimate weekend of the

Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship season.

T
he award-winning, Essex-based motor

dealership headed for the weekend with

a new look driver line-up, with multiple

Clio Cup champion Paul Rivett joining the grid

for the first time and MINI Challenger racer

Ethan Hammerton being drafted in to replace

team regular Bobby Thompson after he was

ruled out with concussion.

The pair would both be forced to carry an

additional 45kg of success ballast into the

weekend as new drivers on the grid, which

would feature on the two Audi S3s throughout

practice, qualifying and the opening race.

With just one free practice session rather than

the usual two, Saturday morning was all about

getting much needed time on track, with Paul

ending up with the 21st best time and Ethan in

26th on what was his first run in the car.

Come qualifying – held, like practice, in

challenging cold conditions – both drivers

would go noticeably quicker than they had

done earlier in the day, with Paul improving

by over a second to end up in 20th place,

and best of the four new drivers carrying the

additional weight.

Ethan meanwhile would go almost two

seconds quicker than he had done in practice

to end up 25th on the grid, with both drivers

going into race day in confident mood.

The opening race of the weekend would pass

without major drama for either driver, with

both being able to make up places from their

starting position.

A solid start for Paul saw him move up into

19th spot on the opening lap, and that was

where the multiple Clio Cup champion would

finish – despite briefly managing to get up

into 18th. It meant he was best placed of the

four drivers carrying new driver ballast, and

left Paul just seven seconds away from the

points scoring positions.

Ethan meanwhile stayed out of trouble to

cross the line in 24th place as he continued to

get up to speed in the Audi, with hopes high of

both drivers battling further up the grid with

the additional weight removed for race two.

NEWS | PRESS RELEASE, 26TH OCTOBER 2020
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Sadly for Paul, a poor start when the lights went

out saw him drop down to the rear of the field and

he would also find himself embroiled in contact

in the pack as he had to settle for 23rd place.

Ethan however made solid progress across the

14 lap encounter, improving his quickest lap by

nearly two seconds as he took the flag in 19th

spot – making up two spots on the final lap to

secure his best result in the series to date.

A storming start for Paul in race three saw him

making up places on the run through turn

one, but both he and Ethan would then lose

out in skirmishes at turn two that saw them

slip back down the order.

The pair would fight back however, with Paul

coming through to 21st at the finish and

Ethan following him home in 22nd.

The team will now head into the season finale

at Brands Hatch next month seeking to end

the campaign with a solid performance on

home soil, with hopes high that Bobby will be

able to return to action to fight for the Jack

Sears Trophy, were he now sits 23 points off

the lead.

ETHAn HAMMERTOn, GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AuDI S3, SAID:

“I think it was always going to be tough to step

in this weekend and set the time-sheets alight

with no time in the car, but we’ve made good

progress. To get P19 in the second race was a

highlight and I had some good battles so there

are plenty of positives to take from that, and it

was just a bit unfortunate that some contact at

turn two in race three dropped us back at bit.

“It’s been tricky with the weather conditions

this weekend, particularly in race one when we

had slicks on in the damp, but overall I’m

really happy with how things have gone.”
PAuL RIVETT, #222 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AuDI S3, SAID:

“It’s been a weekend of ups and downs.

Qualifying went well with the weight on the car

and we had a good opening race, but then in

race two, I messed up at the start and spun it

up a bit, then got hit a few times and ended up

at the back.

“Race three however was a great way to finish

it off as I was able to really get stuck in and it

was fun racing. On the first lap, I did about

seven cars in one go into the hairpin but then

got forced wide and lost them all again, but I

fought back up the order and had a good race

at the end with Jess Hawkins. I thought I could

get her on the run to the line and she just

forced me onto the grass – but that’s racing.

“Of course I’d like to be higher up the grid as

I’m used to running at the sharp end of the

grid but we have something to build on from

this weekend and I have a lot more confidence

to take to Brands Hatch.”

11
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The UK’s Newest Car Competition Company

James Robinson

Easy to buy tickets. Tickets
picked at random so you buy 5
and they're not sequential - great
stuff. I trust TradePriceCars and
this is by them so can't go wrong!

Emily Jacqueline

Really easy to use and straight
forward when I brought my tickets.
Very trustful business and reliable.

Oliver Withington

just been on their website to buy
tickets to their competitions and
I am really happy to recommend
the team at best car giveaways
to others.

BestCarGiveaways.com

WIN THIS BMW M3! WIN THIS MK1 FOCUS RS! WIN THIS VW GOLF R32!
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NEWS | PRESS RELEASE, 9TH NOVEMBER 2020

GKR TRADEPRICECARS.COM
CHASING STRONG FINISH
AT BRANDS HATCH
The GKR TradePriceCars.com team will hope to challenge for points when the 2020

Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championships season draws to a close this weekend at

Brands Hatch.

T
he award-winning, Essex-based motor

dealership will make the trip to the

famous Kent circuit fielding an

unchanged line-up for the season finale, with

regular driver Bobby Thompson once again

ruled out due to the after-effects of the

concussion he suffered at Croft last month.

Having missed the previous event at

Snetterton, Bobby was hopeful of being

passed fit to return to his Audi S3 for his

home event, but the 24-year-old is not yet in a

position to compete – bringing bid to win the

Jack Sears Trophy title to an unfortunate and

premature end.

As a result, MINI Challenge racer Ethan

Hammerton will once again step in for Bobby

this weekend at Brands Hatch alongside

multiple Clio Cup UK champion Paul Rivett,

with the pair both hoping to build on the

results they gained during their first outings

with the team in the previous round.

Despite having no time in the Audi prior to the

race weekend, Northallerton racer Ethan made

solid progress across the Snetterton meeting

and was able to take the best result of his

BTCC career to date with 19th place in the

second race.

Now free of the additional ballast he had to

carry into the Snetterton weekend as a new

driver, Ethan will look to build on the progress

made on his GKR TradePriceCars.com debut to

fight inside the top 20 across the three races

on the short Indy circuit, with his goal being to

try and break into the points for the first time.

Points are also the goal for Paul at what is the

home circuit for the Epsom-based racer after

he too made an encouraging debut with the

team at Snetterton.

Having led the way amongst the new drivers

in qualifying in Norfolk, Paul showed strong

pace across all three races as he too scored a

best result of 19th, and could well have pushed

towards the points had it not been for contact

in two of the three races.

Like Ethan, Paul will go into the weekend free

of additional ballast on the car, and he will

hope to make the most of his extensive

experience – and success – around the Brands

Hatch circuit to fight for points on Finals Day.

As was the case at Snetterton, the season

finale will run to a slightly different schedule

as a result of the reduced day light hours, with

a single free practice session on Saturday

morning being following by qualifying at 12:35

rather than the usual mid-afternoon slot.

Racing on Sunday will then get underway at

the earlier than usual time of 10:00, with race

two at 12:32 and the final race of the

campaign at 15:14.

Qualifying will be available on the ITV website,

with all three races airing live on ITV4.

BOBBY THOMPSOn, #19 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AuDI S3, SAID:

“I’m gutted that I won’t be able to return to the

car this weekend for the final round,

particularly when Brands Hatch is my home
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circuit. I feel okay in myself when I’m doing

everyday things, but as soon I start to do

anything else, I’m feeling tired and dizzy. The

latest medical checks have only confirmed

what I already knew, and whilst it’s frustrating,

the simple fact is that I’m just not ready to

return and it’s the right call to sit it out.

“Given how things had been going at Croft

before the accident, and the fact we were

leading the standings, it’s a real shame that

we can’t try and go for the title but sadly there

is nothing we can do about it. If there is one

positive thing, then at least I’ve had to miss

races behind closed doors, as it would have

been a lot more difficult if I knew I had fans

and sponsors there cheering me on trackside.

“My focus now turns to next season and

working towards putting a deal in place for

2021. My sponsors are excited about the future

and I’m working hard on being ready to go

when the new season comes around.”
ETHAn HAMMERTOn, GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AuDI S3, SAID:

“It’s a shame for Bobby that he isn’t able to race

again this weekend, but I’m obviously thrilled

that the team has asked me to continue in the

car for Brands Hatch. It shows they are happy

with the job I did at Snetterton, and I’m really

looking forward to the season finale.

“Snetterton was always going to be a tricky

weekend for me because I didn’t have the

chance to do any testing and we also had less

practice time that usual, so I was really in at

the deep end. However, I felt I got used to the

car quickly and was pleased with how I drove.

We made good progress across the weekend

and to get my best BTCC result so far on race

day was a big positive.

“I’m grateful to Dan [Kirby] and the GKR

TradePriceCars.com team for the opportunity to

race at Brands Hatch and I hope we can build

on the progress we made at Snetterton and

push towards the points. It should be an

exciting weekend with the title on the line and

I’m pleased to be part of the grid for it, as this

is where I ultimately want to be going forwards.”
PAuL RIVETT, #222 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AuDI S3, SAID:

“I really can’t wait to get to Brands Hatch and

I’m excited about the prospect of racing a BTCC

car at my home track for the first time. I know

the circuit like the back of my hand and have

more wins there than anywhere else, so there

can be excuses and I’ve got to be looking to

improve on the results we scored at Snetterton.

“We did suffer a bit on my first weekend with

getting heat into the rear tyres in the cold

conditions, but I’m confident that the team can

resolve that for the season finale. It is something

for us to work on during practice so we can try and

qualify well and set us up for a strong race day.

“As at Snetterton, I want to keep my

expectations in check, but I really feel at home

in the car and I’d hope we can be in the mix for

points. The dream scenario would be to get into

a position to benefit from the reverse grid for

race three, but I’m just going out there to enjoy

myself and we’ll have to see what happens.”
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NEWS | PRESS RELEASE, 12TH NOVEMBER 2020

TRADE PRICE CARS, EXCELR8 JOIN
FORCES FOR 2021 BRITISH TOURING
CAR CHAMPIONSHIP PROGRAMME
Trade Price Cars Racing and EXCELR8 Motorsport can today confirm that the

two parties will join forces from the 2021 British Touring Car Championship

season onwards.

T
he racing arm of award-winning, Essex-

based motor dealership Trade Price Cars

will team up with EXCELR8 – based in

Brome in Suffolk – on a new and exciting

programme running an expanded fleet of four

Hyundai i30 N Fastbacks under the EXCELR8

Trade Price Cars banner.

Talks with potential drivers for the new

programme are already underway as the team

looks to build on the undoubted potential of

the Hyundai, which appeared on track in

Britain’s premier racing series for the first

time this year having been developed by

EXCELR8 from the ground up last winter.

Scoring a podium finish in its very first race

meeting at Donington Park back in August,

the all-new car also took a top three finish at

Knockhill, and has an impressive record of

scoring points in each of the 24 races run to

date this year.

The performance of the new Hyundai has been

key to the EXCELR8 team establishing itself as

a true contender in only its second season in

the BTCC, having made the step up into

touring cars following years of success in the

MINI CHALLENGE – where it has secured

multiple championship titles.

With only the season finale at Brands Hatch

this weekend still to run, EXCELR8 is well on

course to secure a top ten finish in the Teams

Championship, and holds a strong fifth place

in the Independent Teams standings.

Having joined the grid as an entrant in its own

right at the same time as EXCELR8, Trade Price

Cars Racing has enjoyed plenty of success

over the past two seasons whilst running in

partnership with the AmD Tuning team – and

scored a maiden victory last year at Knockhill

with its Audi S3.

That victory, as well one further overall

podium, saw the team battling for

Independent class honours across the season

and it was firmly in the fight for the Jack Sears

Trophy this time around before an unfortunate

incident at Croft ruled then points leader

Bobby Thompson out of the final two rounds.

With confirmation of the new partnership

between Trade Price Cars Racing and EXCELR8

now in place, work will shortly begin on the

build of two further i30 N Fastbacks, with the

rebranded team looking to challenge for

championship silverware with the expanded,

multi-car programme next year.

The 2021 BTCC season is currently scheduled

to get underway at Brands Hatch on the

weekend of 3/4 April.

JuSTInA WILLIAMS, EXCELR8 MOTORSPORT

TEAM PRInCIPAL, SAID:

“We’re delighted to announce this new

partnership with Dan and Trade Price Cars for

2021, and the expansion of our programme in

the BTCC. To be joining forces is a great way

for both parties to increase our involvement

in the series, and provides us with the chance

to build on what we have achieved over the

past two seasons.
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“Like us, Dan is someone who is very focused

on professionalism, presentation and on the

commercial side of racing, which has been a

key factor in this deal coming together. Of

course, success on track is an important part

of any racing programme, but we also need to

deliver value for our partners, and that is an

important view that we all share.

“As we said when we first embarked on our BTCC

programme, our aim is to fight for championship

titles as we have done elsewhere, and we know

that that isn’t something that happens

overnight. We are in it for the long term, and this

partnership is the next step as we progress

towards our ultimate goal.

“Based on what we have been able to learn

about the Hyundai this season, we have a

development programme in place for the

winter to improve the package we have, and

are looking to bring together a driver line-up

that will allow us to regularly challenge for the

podium places in 2021.

“With a further major step forward in

performance to come through the

development work planned for the start of the

new hybrid era in 2022, these are hugely

exciting times as we look to establish

ourselves as a major force in the series in the

coming seasons.”

DAn KIRBY, TRADE PRICE CARS RACInG

TEAM OWnER, SAID:

“Over the past two seasons, we have enjoyed

working together with Shaun Hollamby and the

AmD team, and have been able to secure some

memorable results – with the win at Knockhill

last year being a dream come true for us.

“The Audi has served us well so far, but we

could see that the latest generation of NGTC

cars are a step forwards in terms of

performance, and we also needed to think

about the new hybrid regulations that will be

coming into play in the series from 2022.

“We looked at the options that were

available for 2021 and beyond, and the

Hyundai was a really appealing option. The

team at EXCELR8 has done a great job to

build a car that is capable of running at the

front in a highly-competitive field, and it is

a car that has been designed with the new

hybrid era in mind.

“Having spoken to Justina and the team

about doing something next season, it was

clear that we share very similar goals for the

future. I’m delighted to be able to confirm

this new partnership, and feel confident that

we can enjoy a strong year together on track

in 2021.”
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Fueling Market Leading Car Finance

www.octanefinance.co.uk

See what our customers say

"It was worthwhile me shopping
around for car finance before
deciding on a particular car that I
wanted to purchase. I ended up
with a better % APR by using
Octane Finance rather then using
the main dealer showroom rate.”

"I dealt with both Oli and
Warren at Octane and they were
both extremely helpful. I’ve moved
address a couple of times in the
last 12 months so was unsure how
easy it would be for me to
get accepted.”

"Octane Finance are well worth
speaking to if you are unsure if you
can get car finance. I was declined
at a number of dealers and was
getting a bit disheartened with the
whole process.”

Lee Hyde Sarah Mckenna Shane Eastern

Follow Us On Social Media

octanefinance

Enquire about your finance options today

Call us on 01268 211611

Proud Sponsors
of Harry King
(Porsche Junior)
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Managed
web hosting

Rated ‘Excellent’ by our customers

365hosts.com
+44 20 3935 8008

support@365hosts.com
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A natural amphitheatre offering unrivalled views of the action from various

vantage points, Brands Hatch is known as one of Britain’s best-loved motor racing

circuits. Its unique combination of dips, cambers, fearsome corners and hills

means it is still one of the world’s most renowned racing venues. The BTCC has

been going to Brands Hatch since the series began back in 1958.

The 2020 campaign will see the BTCC call into Brands Hatch for both the second event of the season as

well as the finale. In a change of proceedings, the famous Grand Prix circuit will host Rounds 4, 5 and 6 �on

8/9� August, with the legendary layout getting a traditional summer date for the first time in the BTCC

since 1996, with the action-packed Indy circuit hosting the season finale.

BRAnDS HACTH InDY

Corners: 10

Circuit length: 1.21 miles

First BTCC Race: 1958

Qualifying Lap Record: Tom Ingram:

47.990s (90.61mph) 2016

Race Lap Record: Matt Neal:

48.498s (88.97mph) 2011

TRACK GUIDE

INFORMATION
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ABOUT

MEET THE TEAM

nAME: DANIEL KIRBY

JOB: TEAM OWNER
COnTACT: 07766 222030

nAME: ANDY WILMOT

JOB: TEAM PRINCIPAL
COnTACT: 07568 324465

nAME: CHRIS KIRBY

JOB: OPERATIONS
COnTACT: 07525 012980

nAME: OPAL HARROP

JOB: OPERATIONS
COnTACT: 07581 489123

nAME: TOM EATON

JOB: OPERATIONS
COnTACT: 07860 353273

nAME: ZAK HASAN

JOB: MEDIA
COnTACT: 07726 887259

nAME: SAM FLINT

JOB: SOCIAL MEDIA
COnTACT: 07545 293167

nAME: DANIEL IRWIN

JOB: VIDEOGRAPHER
COnTACT: 07969 162745

28
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nAME: ADAM BLAZE

JOB: NUMBER 3 MECHANIC

nAME: CHARLIE RUSS

JOB: NUMBER 2 MECHANIC

nAME: IAN DOWNES

JOB: TYRE TECHNICIAN

nAME: BEN GRAHAM

JOB: NUMBER 3 MECHANIC

nAME: JAMES TROSTLER

JOB: NUMBER 2 MECHANIC

nAME: JOSH PEARMAN

JOB: NUMBER 1 MECHANIC

nAME: ROBIN BAINES

JOB: DATA ENGINEER

nAME: MATTHEW PERKS

JOB: TYRE TECHNICIAN

nAME: GAVIN HIGGS

JOB: NUMBER 1 MECHANIC

29

nAME: CHAZ CLELAND

JOB: CHIEF RACE ENGINEER

nAME: MALCOLM SWEATMAN

JOB: RACE ENGINEER
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SNETTERTON
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INFORMATION

PARTNERS

Jakob Ebrey Photography jakobebrey

www.jakobebrey.com
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LUXURY MOTORHOMES

RESERVE NOW 07827 929613

UK'S NUMBER 1 FOR AMERICAN MOTORHOME RENTALS

www.championrv.co.uk

With a new fleet of over 40
American Motorhomes we can
cater for all events, small or large
with our new A Class range, from 4
Berth to 8 Berth, 32ft – 40ft Slide

out models.

When booked for Le Mans 24hrs,
British Grand Prix, Goodwood
Festival of Speed, SPA 24hrs,

BTCC, BSB, British GT, Goodwood
Revival, Britcar and more…

Do you have a small and limited
budget? But need to impress

sponsors? Give us a call we will help
make your budget work for you we

really do have many options.

Best rV's sPeciAL rAtes Best Prices
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Performance remaps • economy remaps
Performance exhausts • All Makes servicing

4 Wheel Laser Alignment • tuning
Brake Fluid service • Aircon service

rolling road Power test • Diagnostics
Brakes • MOt’s • General repairs & Maintenance

01708 861827 - sales@amdtuning.com
Unit 6 - cliffside trade Park - rM20 3WJ

www.amdtuning.com
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